Compare Microsoft
365 to other leading
enterprise social
tools
Considering another enterprise social tool because it looks and works like a familiar consumer
app? Here are a few reasons why Microsoft 365 alone is a better choice for your business.
Microsoft 365 empowers every employee from your firstline workforce all the way to your
boardroom. All our subscriptions offer complete, intelligent and secure solutions to run
your business, and features some of the latest social technologies.
If your company is looking to use social platforms to break down communications barriers,
encourage knowledge sharing, easily connect leaders and build company culture, then look
no further than Microsoft 365.

Video and social alone are not enough to connect people. Microsoft 365 subscriptions provide a
complete vision for driving employee engagement through video broadcasts, social communities,
teamwork hubs, company portals and much more.

Other social tools lack many of the productivity tools to get work done Only Microsoft 365
subscriptions come with these built-in to create, store and manage documents, notes or tasks so
people can collaborate and share knowledge while they get work done.

While other social tools may offer chat and social sharing for firstline workers, they often don’t go
beyond those capabilities. Specially-tailored Microsoft 365 plans help you make the most of your
firstline workforce with a complete toolkit to communicate, share and manage work.

Social + Trust that your data is secure and compliant
Consumer-based social tools lack transparency around how they handle customer data
collection and rely on 3rd parties to address security needs. Microsoft 365 offers industryleading commitments and built-in tools to help you with privacy, security, compliance and
transparency.
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Why Microsoft 365 is the best option for your enterprise
social tool
A few advantages when choosing Microsoft 365 you should consider:
Social + Everything else your organization needs
Video broadcasting capabilities (curated or live) to connect your workforce

✓

Enterprise social networks to promote a culture of openness, feedback and diversity

✓

Vibrant company portals that inform and engage

✓

Enterprise video libraries to improve communications, learning, and sharing

✓

Online meetings with screen-sharing, audio and HD video

✓

Behavioural insights1 that can improve productivity and engagement.

✓

Social + A seamless experience keeping teams productive
Groups to have common conversations and share information

✓

Shared notebook for gathering information and ideas

✓

Dedicated team site with document library for information, links and content related to your group

✓

Built-in project planning tools for assigning and managing tasks among group members

✓

Group insights for analytics on group activity and usage

✓

Social + More for firstline workers
Create, update and manage schedules and tasks

✓

Distribute onboarding material and training on any supported device

✓

Broadcast interactive townhall meetings

✓

Connect with voice, video and chat workspaces

✓

Work on familiar apps across mobile, desktop and mixed reality

✓

Social + Trust your data is secure and compliant
Industry-leading privacy and compliance standards2

✓

Local data residency options

✓

Secure access to apps and content from any device (MDM / MAM)3

✓

Corporate data stays on corporate apps with identity-driven protection

✓

You own your data and can take it with you at any time

✓

24/7 phone support with 99.9% financially-backed uptime SLA

✓

Learn more about Microsoft 365 at https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365.
Find detailed SKU breakdown here: https://aka.ms/MSFT365
1 Workplace Analytics is included in Office 365 Enterprise E5 license and can be purchased as an add-on, MyAnalytics is available across all Enterprise licenses
2 Certifications include: HIPAA, HITECH, ITAR FedRAMP, FISMA, EU Model Clauses / Privacy Shield, ISO, SSAE, SOC (1, 2, & 3), For a complete list, please visit the Microsoft Trust Center
3 Mobile Device Management, Mobile Application Management
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